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The Oxford Paperback Dictionary & Thesaurus is the ultimate one-stop reference, containing both a

dictionary and a thesaurus in one handy reference volume. The dictionary and thesaurus texts have

an integrated design which has been tried and tested with users to speed up browsing and look-up.

The dictionary has excellent coverage of everyday English, containing over 90,000 words, phrases

and definitions and incorporating the newest words and phrases from Oxford's language research

programs. The thesaurus provides over 100,000 synonyms and antonyms. This handy dictionary

and thesaurus is ideal for anyone who needs an affordable and portable, all-in-one reference work.
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I bought this Oxford Paperback Dictionary & Thesaurus for my wife to use when she works

crossword puzzles and in her reading. She has her old Webster's New World Dictionary from her

college days but it is big and heavy. I thought this paperback would be handier for her to use.It has

been as disappointment with many common words not in it. She still uses her old heavy Websters

from the 70's. So be aware that this dictionary and thesaurus may be OK for limited duty use but not

for regular main line use.

Very useful as I thought it would be. perhaps a bit staid , thought their might have been more in it

somehow being an oxford dictionary and thesaurus! Perhaps I should have gone more for the

Thesaurus. As to the dictionary itself. I needed an up to date one but when I came to look certain

words up in it, they weren't there. Admittedly ,some of them were of foreign extraction, but I thought



the Oxford contained everything! How wrong was I. from what I remembered this was the case?

obviously as a paperback version, contents massively cut back! great shame.

Great condition, readable

I live in Central America, so it took REALLY long to get here, but my son uses it at school everyday.

Great book!

This dictionary is a great dictioinary its everything i hope it would be. This book is a great source of

study. I am engaged in an online degree program an obtaining this dictionary helps me through out

my studies. The contents of the book is very clear and understandable.

Easy to use site. Very prompt arrival. Happy with item. many thanks. Jan

Received my book in very good condition, as promised by the sender! Thank youfor that. I like the

font in the Oxford, that is why I chose it. I alwaysfind a great deal at . Im happy with my used book

and I feel very goodthat I was able to recycle a books!

This reference book is a must have, it not only defines words, helps with pronounciation, but

increases your vocabulary by providing alternative words.The paperback is easy and light to carry

around.
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